
HUMIDIFIERS & ENVIRONMENT SCENTING

Humi-Rainbow is a cold-mist ultrasonic humidifier with an attracting design and automatic 7-led 
colours change. Mist output can be adjusted in its direction (360° rotation of the outlet head) and in 
its speed (adjustable knob). The rear compartment can accommodate OLYSAN, OLYZANZ and 
OLYSENS, the balsamic essences specifically created and tested by CA-MI.
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ESSENTIA is not only an essence humidifier, but also a complement to interior design, thanks to its 
elegant design and remarkable natural materials such as oak and opaque blown glass. Our 
OLYSAN, OLYZANZ and OLYSENS essences can be added to scent the environment with different 
fragrances. The scent experience is enriched by 7 colours that can be set for automatic change or 
steady, and stream sound effect.
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Suitable for use with Humi-Rainbow or Essentia, Olysan is a mix of natural and balsamic essences to 
purify and scent the environment and help respiration, with a pleasant sensation of purity and 
wellness. The well-known and natural properties of Olysan essences protect the living and working 
areas with antiseptic and antibacterial action.
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Water Tank capacity
Max mist output   280 ml/h
Room dimension
Operating hours

from 10 to 25 sq.m.
max 10 (non-stop)

Cable length 1.5 m

2,8 l

 
Y
Units per Shipping Carton
ears of Warranty                 2
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Code number   
 

UM 100500

TECHNICAL DATA

HUMI-RAINBOW

TECHNICAL DATA

ESSENTIA

Tank Capacity    85 ml max
Spraying Speed    16 ml/h
Power Supply   100-240V / 50-60Hz (with 24V adapter unit)

Coverage    25 m2 max.
 6-8 hours 
 0.64 kg

Continuous operation time   
Weight (without water)   
Size     8.5 x 8.5 x 15.1 cm  
Years of Warranty    2
Code number    UM 100600

Power Consumption   9W

Power Supply  zH06/05 V042-001   

FRAGRANCE COMPOSITIONCODE

OLYSAN 15ml

OLYSAN 15ml

OLYZANZ 15ml

OLYSENS 15ml

00304

00305

00306

00307

PINE & TEA TREE fragrance providing a resinous woody smell, 
along with antiseptic and antibacterial action. 
CITRUS fragrance recreating the enchanting fruity flavor 
of the Mediterranean region.
OLYZANZ with lavander, lemongrass and geranium, it's an 
excellent natural remedy to keep mosquitoes away.
Enriching couples experience, this unique fragrance is appreciated
by ladies and men, stimulating the production of pheromones.

OLYSAN, OLYZANZ, OLYSENS
ESSENZE NATURALI

PER AMBIENTE
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